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PLYWALL
Permanent Engineered

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT GLENN WILSON

(800) TECWOOD (832-9663) Ext. 210

FAX 706/595-1326

HOOVER
TREATED WOOD PROD(JCTS,INC
P.O. Box 746 • Thomson, GA 30824

THE SOUND SOLUTION
Post and Panel

Wood Barrier Systems
• Prefabricated
• Easy to Install
• 5.5PSF/STC-38
• Attractive and

Maintenance Free
• Leakproof
• Shipped NationwidePLYWALL can be mounted on traffic barriers and bridges.

These 4xlO’ posts were inserted into cast-in-place sockets
which extended down into the footing of this traffic barrier. • Relocatable

Thousands of square feet of ready-to-install panels can be
shipped economically by truck anywhere in the U.S. Panels
are loaded with a large forklift equipped with 8-foot long
forks. Allposts, panels, cants, spikes and freight charges are
included in the selling price.

PLYWALL’S installation creates very little site disturbance,
This barrier was installed a few monthsearlier with no
damage to the trees or overhanging limbs. Sloping ground
is easilyaccommodated.

This bottling plant had received noise complaints from
nearby homes. The complaints stopped after installation of
this 15-foot high PLYWALL barrier.

NEW Color CatalogAvailable
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Well, here I am in sunny, sub-tropical Florida, just where I promised to be. Our
new office is located in the Fort Myers area, eight miles from the new Southwest-
ern Florida International Airport, surrounded by palm trees and bathed in the warm
sunshine and fanned by gentle breezes from the Gulf of Mexico. Some may call
this “God’s waiting room”, and it is true that this is close to heaven.

I regret thatwe were unable to confirm our new fax number at the time this issue
was printed; it will be printed here in the next issue. In the meantime, if you wish
to call us, dial (81 3) 369-01 78.

I am trying to make up the time lost in getting Issue No. 11 to you, due to my
unexpected hospital visit. This has been further impacted by our move to Florida,
but we will catch up soon and get back on schedule.

Dr. Wayson also experienced some scheduling problems with his classroom
load, and was unable to give us his “Fundamentals of Sound — Part IV” for this
issue. We hope to have that instalment in our next issue (Dr. Wayson’s complete
‘course’ consists of six instalments).

We had anticipated receiving a Caltrans report on damage to three noise barri-
ers (all of masonry construction) in the Los Angeles earthquakes in 1994 for this
issue, but Caltrans wishes to complete their investigation of cause and effect.
Hopefully, that will soon become available.

Again, we invite our advertisers and other suppliers to send us technical articles
and stories concerning projects they have completed. Our readers have great
interest in your field experiences with your projects. Be sure to include good pho-
tographs.

It’s time for me to take a swim in the Gulf, come back and make a pitcher of
mai tais, and recline under my palm trees. Life is hell. U

I EDITOR’S CORNER by El ~ngove

7’j’j ~1 FT

In (omninq Issues:
The Fundamentalsof Sound — Part IV

A General Contractor DemonstratesHis Action Plan

for Obtaining Noise Barrier Approvals

A Recapof Technical Articles and Paper Abstracts

from the Past 12 Issuesof The Wall Journal

And More
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Sam Donaldson —

Large progressive state agency in Jefferson City,
with a quality improvement work environment,
has vacancy for noise specialist. Responsibilities
include collection of noise data, noise studies
using computer models, and design of structures
to abate highway noise along transportation cor-
ridors.

Masters degree in environmental science or a
bachelors degree in civil engineering with envi-
ronmental emphasis, and four years experience
in noise studies is required. Experience in road-
way design and/or landscape design desirable.
Salary range $31,xxx to $42,xxx, depending on
experience. EEO/AA.

Qualified applicants should submit resumé and
college transcript to:

NoiseSpecialist
Director of Human Resources

P. 0. Box 270
Jefferson City, MO 65102

IAC NOISHIELO~Transportation Sound Barriers:
• High low-frequency panel sound absorption helps reduce un-

desirable community noise.
• High sound-transmission loss assures maximum sound barrier

effectiveness.

• Tough, thermosetting, polyester, graffiti-resistant, cleanable finish.
• Rugged low-weight construction.
• Wind load resistance per AASHTO Guide Specifications

• Relocatable.
• Steel or aluminum constructionavailable as a free-standing barrier

oras cladding for existing noise-reflecting walls.
• Laboratory tested, reports available:

ASTM E 90 Sound Transmission Loss — STC 31 to 38.
ASTM C 423 Sound Absorption Coefficients — NRC 0.95.
ASTM B 117 Corrosion Resistance — 7000 hours, no failure.
ASTM G 23 Accelerated Weathering — no degradation.

Investigative Reporter?
On Thursday, March 17, 1994 Mr. Donaldson hosted his

“PrimeTime Live” television series, as usual. However, the
subject of one of his feature stories entitled “Hush Money”
has distressed a number of our readers, who feel a response
is due. It is our duty to facilitate those readers.

The theme of “Hush Money” was that certain public offi-
cials involved in the abatement of highway traffic noise had
allegedly overstepped their authority by providing noise bar-
riers in certain areas of five states where (Mr. Donaldson
believes) it is doubtful that they were indeed required.

Mr. Donaldson said to his viewers: “Surely, though, you’ve
seen them — high walls lining the interstate highways, to cut
down the traffic noisefor people nearby. But did you realize
that you are paying for those walls, and that in many cases
your money is being wasted? No? Well, let us show you.”

If you had watched “PrimeTime Live” that night, you may
have formed an opinion. If not, we will be happy to tell you
how you may obtain a copy of the transcript of that show
(which is available to the general public).

If you professionals in the highway traffic noise abatement
endeavor wish to make your thoughts known, we will be
happy to print all that you send us. Your name will not be
printed unless you agree in writing. Simply address:

The Wall Journal, P.O. Box 121 7,
Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1 21 7

NOISE SPECIALIST WANTED

NEW Higb Performance
liansportation Sound Barriers

INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY
SINCE1949— LEADERS IN NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING, PRODUCTSAND SYSTEMS
UNITED STATES UNITED KINGDOM GERMANY
1160 COMMERCE AVENUE CENTRALTRADING ESTATE SOHLWEG 17
BRONX, NEW YORK 10462-5599 STAINES, MIDDLESEX, TWI8 4XB D-41372 NIEDERKRUCHTEN
PHONE: (718) 931-8000 PHONE: (0784) 456-251 PHONE: (02163) 8431
FAX: (718) 863-1138 FAX: (0784) 463-303, TELEX: 25518 FAX: (02163) 80618

TIIESTANDARO OF SILENCE TECHNICAL REPRESENTATION IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
-4
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ~

HONG KONG INSTITUTE OF ACOUSTICS
G.P.O.BOX 7261 HONG KONG

17 February1994

TheWall Journal

DearSir,

I amwriting to inform your readersthat theHongKong Instituteof Acoustics(HKIOA), alocal institution
of acousticsprofessionals,hasrecentlybeenformedherein HongKong.

We havenow54 foundingmembersof theInstituteall of whomareeithermembersof UK’s Instituteof
Acoustics(IOA), AcousticalSocietyof America(ASA) and/orInstituteof NoiseControlEngineering(INCE).
We alsorepresentawide spectrumof servicesincluding consultancy,contracting,academicandgovernment.

We arecommittedto the long-termadvancementof ourprofessionin Hong Kong aswell as in this dynamic
region.We welcomecontactswith professionalsfrom otherplacesandwill bepleasedto arrangeandfacili-
tatesuchinteractions.Pleasedirect anyenquiryto the aboveaddressor to:

Mr. RaymondCHAN, Hon SecretaryHKIOA Acting AssistantDirector of
EnvironmentalProtectionDepartment

27/F.,SouthernCentre,130 HennessyRoad,Wanchai,Hong Kong
Tel: 852(AreaCode)-835-1964Fax : 852(AreaCode)-591-0558

Thankyou for your attention.

RaymondCHAN
Hon. Secretary
HKIOA

5

THERE’S NOTHING LIKE
FENCE-CRETE

Build it and forget it. It’s that
simple) Your Fence-Crete wall
system maintains its structural in-
tegrity for lasting durability. As a
precast concrete wall system,
Fence-Creteoffers multiple colors
and textures, is fireproof, impervi-
ous to ultra-violet light rays and
provides high security. Our spe-
cially developed microsilica mix

design, when tested and com-
pared to regular precast concrete,
passes ASTM C-672 salt scaling
test and results in:
• negligible chloride

& water permeability
• increased chemical resistance
U increased freeze/thaw resistance
I increased abrasion resistance
I greater color consistency.

The superior durability and beauty
of Fence-Crete is only surpassed
by its economical price. Add value
to any construction project from
highway sound barrier installa-
tions and municipal beautification
to facilities screening and secunty
walls. Call for more information
about a maintenance-free Fence-
Crete system today.

3515KingsHighway, Downingtown,PA
19335,(215) 269-4685, (215) 873-8431FAX

FADDIS
CONCRETEPRODUCTS
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We all have empathy for the victims
of this disaster, and much was written
in the newspapers and reported on tele-
vision of their personal grief and loss of
property. That is the province of the
news media, and they performed a
thorough and sensitive coverage of the
widespread disaster.

However, the province of The Wall
Journal is principally the reporting of
highway traffic noise abatement, and
those activities and methods which
make it possible. Arguably, the use of
a soundwall is the most efficient and
generally the most widely-used.

Therefore, this piece will now turn
into a story of one particular soundwall
and how it fared when it was battered
by one of nature’s most destructive and
erratic energy outbursts — the tornado.

We begin with a report written by
Gary Figallo of The Reinforced Earth
Company (manufacturer of the noise
barrier involved) to the Virginia Depart-
ment of Transportation in Richmond.,
to the attention of Cary B. Adkins,
Chairman, Sound Barrier Review Com-
mittee, which follows:

January21, 1994

Gentlemen:
The afternoon of August 6, 1993

brought several tornadoes to the Colo-
nial Heights, Petersburg and Hopewell
areas. One of the tornadoes crashed
through the Wal-Mart store in Colonial
Heights, wrecked the historical section
of Petersburg, and destroyed trees and
property in the Hopewell area.

That tornado struck our No. 4
DURISOL sound barrier in Hopewell.
One W10 ~ 54 galvanized steel post
was bent. No damage occurred to the
DURISOL panels.

The tornado, estimated by the
National Weather Service to be a cate-
gory F-2 on the Fujita scale with gust
wind velocities between 113 and 1 57
miles per hour, passed across 1-295 and
directly through the DURISOL sound
barrier, which is 32 feet exposed height
above ground at that point.

The Durisol wall is comprised of steel
posts mounted in drilled concrete cais-
sons. Posts and caissons are spaced
twelve feet on centers. The caissons
and steel posts are designed for an 80
mph wind velocity in accordance with
the requirements of the AASHTO
Guide Specification for the Structural
Design of Sound Barriers.

Durisol panels have a composite sec-
tion, comprised of two layers of Durisol
material with a 1 3/4”-thick reinforced
concrete core. They are designed using
actual panel bending tests for proof of
lateral load capacity.

The estimated wind velocities (113-
157 mph) are consistent with the dam-
age observed for a category F-2 tor-
nado. The observed tornado damage
in the immediate vicinity of the wall
was snapped-off trees and roof dam-
age. A tree with a measured circumfer-
ence of 65 inches (24 inch diameter)
was snapped off at an elevation of five
feet above the ground, at a distance of
21 feet from the residential (leeward)
side of the wall. The National Weather
Service also estimates that the tornado
was an F-2 category tornado as it
passed across 1-295 at the wall site.

The DURISOL wall has been
inspected by members of the Virginia

DOT Sound Barrier Committee. No
damage to the panels is apparent, and
the deflection of the wall is not notice-
able from vehicles traveling along I-
295, nor from the residential house
near the wall. The Virginia Department
of Transportation decided that no
repair or corrective action to the wall is
necessary. The Reinforced Earth Com-
pany engineers have also inspected the
wall and confirm that no damage to the
panels occurred, and that the wall
safely withstood the force of the tor-
nado.

The material which accompanies this
letter was compiled to document the
incident which caused the deflection of
the wall.

Very truly yours,
Gary S. Figallo
Durisol Product Manager
The Reinforced Earth Company

Following are excerpts from the offi-
cial report of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, National
Weather Service, Weather Forecast
Office:

August6, 1993 Southeast Virginia
Tornado Outbreak

By Barbara McNaught, Warning Coordi-
nation Meteorologist, NWS Washington,
D.C. Forecast Office, and

Laurd Cook, Meteorologist-in-Charge,
NWS Norfolk Weather Office, and

Central Wills, Officer-in-Charge, NWS
Richmond Weather Office.

“Tornadoes are not considered a com-
mon event in Virginia and many of the
Commonwealth’s people will tell you
that they do not even consider torna-
does a threat. August 6, 1993 broke
that myth and shocked many with the
reality of destruction that tornadoes
bring. Prior to 1993, Virginia averaged
six tornadoes a year. Records kept
since 1950 showed 263 total tornadoes
reported in the state, 21 fatalities, and
192 injuries. There have been 56 fatal-
ities since 1916. The most active year
for tornadoes was 1975 with 22, and
the most active day was October 13,
1983 with 10 tornadoes.

These statistics should help place in
context the August 6, 1993 outbreak.

“Tornado Kills Three Near Petersburg,Va.
DepartmentStoreCollapses;100 Injured”

So read the headline in The Wash-
ington Post on Saturday, August 7,
1993. The accompanying story by
Staff Writers D’Vera Cohn and Donald
P. Baker opened as follows:

liA large tornado tore through a tn-
city area about20 miles south of Rich-
mond yesterday afternoon, killing at
least three people when a suburban
Wal-Mart collapsed and injuring more
than 100.

The storm smashed into a shopping
mall in Colonial Heights, leveled
much of downtown Petersburg’s his-
toric district and blasted the roofs off
apartment complexes in Hopewell.
Interstate 95 was littered with over-
turned tractor-trailer trucks as a series
of storm-related accidents caused
miles-long traffic backups.

Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder
called out the National Guard to help
local authorities overwhelmed by the
storm, toured the stricken area byheli-
copter and promised to seek federal
disaster aid to help repair damage esti-
mated at tens ofmillions of dollars.’~’
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Many records were broken. Eighteen
tornadoes occurred on that day, smash-
ing the old record of ten. This brought
the total record for the year to 25,
breaking the old record of 22 only eight
months into the year. The Petersburg
tornado was rated an F-4 on the Fujita
Damage Scale (see Table 1) with esti-
mated winds peaking near 210 mph.
This is the strongest recorded tornado
in Virginia since 1950. It was the
costliest tornado, with an estimated 47
million dollars in damages. The total
estimated damage from the outbreak
was 52.5 million dollars. Twenty-one
Virginia jurisdictions were affected by
tornado impacts”.

EL Following is a recap ofparts of the
NWS report describing the paths of
two of the tornadoes, their estimated

~stnen~ths.and the damage caused:

Tornado 1. First touchdown of the
day occurred near the town of Ken-
bridge at 12:43 pm. Roofs were blown
off a briquet plant and a furniture com-
pany. The tornado began as an F-U on
the Fujita scale with a path width of
100 yards. Estimated damage was
$300,000.

In Nottoway County, the tornado
strengthened to an F-i as it leveled a
barn, trees and outbuildings near the
west edge of Fort Pickett reservation.
The tornado width was 100 yards. Esti-
mated damage: #1 00,000

The tornado crossed Route 643 near
the northeast corner of Fort Pickett and
continued to the town of Ford. By this
point, it had strengthened to an F-2.
The second level of a house was
sheared off, windows on the first level
were blasted out, and a wooden shed,
telephone pole and large trees were
leveled. The tornado tracked northeast
to near the Chesterfield County line. It
lifted near Route 611 and 623. Aver-
age width was 150-1 75 yards. Total
damage was $320,500.

About 5 miles to the northeast in
Chesterfield County, the tornado
touched down again with damage
along Routes 628, 534 and 692 for
about 3.5 miles. The damage is rated
F-U. Total path length through the four
counties was about 38 miles. Total
damage is estimated at $720,500.

Total life of the tornado on the ground
was about 40 minutes.

Tornado 2. The most devastating tor-
nado of the day touched down in the
city of Petersburg at approximately
1:30 pm. The tornado grew rapidly in
size and strength as it moved two miles
northeast into the commercial historic
district of Petersburg, known as Old
Towne. Here, damage showed a path
width of 250 yards. Much of this dam-
age was of an F-2 magnitude, however,
within this path were smaller paths
about 30 yards wide of more concen-
trated F-4 damage (winds estimated
near 210 mph). Because of this pattern,
the tornado has been designated an F-4
multi-vortex tornado. The vortex of a
large tornado can sometimes break
down into smaller tornadoes which
rotate around a central core. This is

called a multi-vortex tornado.
Amazingly, no one was killed in

Petersburg, although 58 buildings were
badly damaged or destroyed. F-4 tor-
nado winds were determined based on
the construction, design and damage to
these buildings.

From Old Towne, the tornado moved
across to the historic black neighbor-
hood of Pocohontas Island at about
1:35 pm. Here it destroyed or heavily
damaged 47 of the 57 homes on the
island, most of which were wood
frame, and demolished a 200 year old

with a path width of 250 yards. Total
damage to Petersburg and Pocohontas
Island was estimated at 15 million dol-
lars, but there were no deaths.

From Pocohontas Island, the tornado
crossed the river entering Colonial
Heights and crossing 1-95 to the South-
park shopping area (amazingly, no
vehicles were struck on this normally
very busy interstate highway).Here, it
went on to damage several large stores
including a K-Mart, a strip mall (South-
gate Square) and then the Wal-Mart.
The tornado had narrowed to about
200 yards by this point (as described by
eyewitnesses) and was weakening, but
it still retained its multi-vortex charac-
teristics when it struck the Wal-Mart.

The tornado was as wide as the Wal-
Mart was long. It moved across the
length of the store. A small vortex
within the length of the tornado struck
the front of the store, slicing a 20-yard
wide path through the cinder block
wall and the store roof (this was from a
vector direction of 230 degrees con-
verging into the main path of the tor-
nado). The vortex gives the storm a rat-
ing at the lower end of an F-3 with
winds up to 1 75 mph. Damage outside
the small vortex was F-2.

Three people were killed near the
store front and another 1 98 injured. In
the parking lot between the Wal-Mart
and Southgate Square, 500 cars were

(continued next page)

Fig. 1 — Fujita Scale(F-Scale)on Tornado Winds and Damage

E Number Winds (mph) Damage

0 40-72 Light damage. Tree branches snapped;
(Very Weak) rotten trees down; TV antennas and

- ~nsdam~g~ —~

1 72-112 Moderate damage. Roofs peeled off;
(Weak) windows broken; trees snapped;

trailers moved or overturned
2 113-157 Considerable damage. Roofs torn off;

(Strong) weak structures and trailers demolished;
trees uprooted~cars blown off road

3 158-206 Roofs and some walls torn off well-
(Severe) constructed houses; some rural buildings

— demolished~cars lifted and tumI~ed
4 207-260 Houses leveled leaving piles of debris;

(Devastating) cars thrown some distance
5 261-318 Well-built houses lifted clear off foundation

(Incredible) and carried a considerable distance and
disintegrated

church. Damage was rated as an F-3
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(Tornado, frompage7)

removed, all with windows blown out
and many completely totalled having
been tossed about and flipped over. Of
the 185 people brought to area hospi-
tals, only 23 had to be admitted (this is
a typical percentage for disasters).
Total damage in Colonial Heights was
estimated at 29.5 million dollars.

From the Wal-Mart, the tornado
crossed the Appomattox River again,
this time entering Prince George
County. About a mile from the Wal-
Mart at about 1:40 pm, it struck Tarmac
Virginia, Inc., a sand and gravel pit
company. The second floor of the cin-
der block building collapsed, killing
one man who was crushed between the
cinder blocks and a large electrical
panel that fell. Cars, trucks and large
conveyor belts were overturned. The
tornado path width was 125 yards. It
was a strong F-2 with winds estimated
near 1 50 mph. Damage at the Tarmac
site was estimated at $750,000.

The tornado then crossed 1-295, dam-
aging a tall sound barrier wall and
headed for the independent city of
Hopewell. (Ed. Note: The “sound bar-
rier” is shown in the cover photo and
photos on this page). Here it sliced
through the northern section. The
hardest hit was the Riverside Park
Apartment Complex where it took off
several roofs. The tornado destroyed
two homes, caused major damage to
13, and minor damage to 49. It struck
Hopewell around 1:45 pm. The tor-
nado was rated an F-i with a width of
75 to lOU yards. Damages were esti-
mated at 2.2 million dollars. Eight peo-
ple were injured.

The tornado weakened to an F-U as it
crossed Route 10 near the bridge and
moved out over the confluence of the
Appomattox and James Rivers. It dissi-
pated before entering Charles County.
Total path length through three inde-
pendent cities and one county was
about 12 miles. Total damages were
estimated at 47.5 million dollars. Total
life time of the tornado on the ground
was 15 to 20 minutes.

Ed. Note: The National Weather Ser-

vice report continues:

“This was not the deadliest tornado

outbreak for Virginia. That occurred
May 2, 1929 when five tornadoes
killed 21 people and injured 70. In
1929, it was a relatively unpopulated
state and there may have been more
tornadoes that day which went unre-
ported. By comparison, the August 6
tornadoes killed four and injured 259
people. The tornado that struck Peters-
burg injured as many people as all the
tornadoes combined for the past 40
years in Virginia. While not the dead-

liest, it was the worst tornado as far as
total citizens in the commonwealth
affected. We can thank the rapid
response of emergency services and
medical personnel for saving lives and
minimizing the potential death toll
from this disaster.

After the Petersburg tornado, some
people talked about how unusual it
was for a tornado to strike that area of
Virginia. While it was an unusual
event, it was nota first. Petersburg was

1 ~ ~~~. .:~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~!!:~.~~~~••r~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~:.••• ~~~~~~~~~

: ~
~ -~ T~ FeeTI~otmcjwaT*

~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~.~ ~ •.•~:.•. ~~.~ ~:~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~ir~~~~~.~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~ ~~ ~~,~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~

Close up of snapped tree the break 0( ( ut red live t�E~tahove the grounrl level at that point. 1he’
tornado path is In m righ to left 1 the photoJ he nterstitc’ 275 is approximately 60 feet away on the

other side ol the walL
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struck by an F-2 tornado on June 21,
1970 and an F-3 tornado on May 8,
1984. While no deaths or injuries
occurred, there was significant dam-
age. Nearby counties such as Chester-
field, Dinwiddie, Prince George and
Charles City have recorded nine, four,
four and five tornadoes respectively
since 1950. Chesterfield has been one
of the hotter tornado spots in Virginia’s
history. R

(Ed. Note: Following is further general
information on tornadoes, as excerpted
from “Recommendations for Wind
Design Parameters,” prepared for a
noise barrier manufacturer by Technol-
ogy Frontiers of Bethesda, MD, andco-
authored by Dr. Michael P. Gaus of
Technology Frontiers and Dr. Kishor
Mehta of Texas Tech University).

Tornadoes
On the average, 800-1UUU tornadoes

occur each year in the contiguous
United States. Tornadoes are short-
lived, randomly occurring, localized
storms. It has not been possible to

place instrumentation inside the storm
to measure intensity of the storm and
associated wind speeds. Damage and
photogrammetric analyses have been
used to estimate wind speeds; how-
ever, detailed analysis of this nature is
feasible only in isolated cases.

The most commonly used method for
assessing the intensity of a tornado is
the F-scale (Fujita, 1971). This method
assigns a numerical value of F-scale to
each tornado, based on the appearance
of damage. Since the assignments of F-
scale are accomplished often by
laypersons, they are not expected to be
precise.

Dr. Fujita has designated a wind
speed range to each F-scale damage. It
should be noted that the designation of
wind speeds to F-scale are not based
on engineering analysis, but are based
on good subjective judgment. Hence,
accuracy of wind speed estimates using
F-scale rating are not expected to be
high.

Notwithstanding the inaccuracies in
assignments of F-scale, wind speed
estimates based on F-scale rating is the

only method available that considers
almost all the reported tornadoes.
From a statistical point of view, it is
essential that a large sample of torna-
does be considered to determine the
tornado hazard probability at a given
location.

A review of F-scale rating data of all
tornadoes that occurred in a 63-year
period reveals interesting results. The
review shows that almost 86 percent of
tornadoes are assigned to the scale of F-
2 or smaller. The maximum designated
wind speed for F-2 is 157 mph. Thus,
according to these data, 86 percent of
tornadoes contained gust wind speeds
of 157 mph or less (Dr. Fujita used gust
wind speeds in designating ranges for
each F-scale), ~

(Ed. Note: This is the most detailed and
thorough investigation of high wind
speeds impacting a tall noise barrier
that we have seen. It demonstrates the
difference between gust winds andpre-
vailing winds and speaks well for prop-
erly designed barrier systems). ~

NoisDo your work faster and more
accurately with RTA’s proven acousti-
cal software.

Environmental Noise Model
(ENM) is world-class. Now, the new
WINDOWSversion is even more so.

Individually defined noise sources,
ground effects, topography, wind and
temperature gradients, and barriers are
all input on spreadsheets. Predictions
include contour maps and rank
ordering of noise sources.

Also available are dB box for fast
computing in acoustics, including STC,
TL and IIC. And dBray for model-
ing acoustical paths in rooms. All
operate on IBM compatibles.

Be time- and value-conscious.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue

5ilver spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 . FAX -7739

With more than 50 years of proven performance in the manufac-
ture of products for building construction and highway traffic
noise abatement, DURISOL has been established as a world
leader of quality construction systems at competitive prices. Our
clients are serviced from manufacturing plants in the 14 countries
listed at right.

I Licensing Opportunity
Manufacturing licenses are available in selected geographic
locations. We cooperate in materials research, process
technologies, product and application development, design
and engineering, and international marketing and sales.

Phone, fax or write for full details.
World Headquarters

DURISOL INTERNATIONAL CORP~
95 Frid Street, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4M3, Canada

Tel. 905-521-0999 • Fax 416-521-8658
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Electronic Noise Control on California Freeways—

A Special Report to The Wall Journal
by George Hartwell of the Caltrans Office at Los Angeles

(Sacramento, CA) “The failure was in the
equipment, not the theory,” insisted inven-
tor Stanley Marquiss, explaining why his
futuristic electronic sound wall didn’t work
in its first full scale test on a California free-
way.

Marquiss, president of Marquiss Ged-
dreaux, Inc. of Plymouth, California, an
acoustical engineering and research firm,
proposed to demonstrate how an electroni-
cal ly-driven “active noise mitigation” sys-
tem could reduce transportation system
noise adjacent to the state’s highways. In
theory, the system would provide a less
expensive alternative to masonry noise bar-
riers, of which California has built more
than 325 miles at a cost of a million dollars
per mile.

According to Marquiss, some of the ultra
high-tech equipment designed for the test
was damaged in transit, and wet, freezing
weather warped critical components ren-
dering the system ineffective. Marquiss,
however, was undeterred. “1 wasn’t put off
by the fact that the weather was extreme,”
he noted. “I knew the system would have to
function in unspeakable weather, We just
got the unspeakable weather first.” New
weather-resistant materials will be used to
construct another demonstration system
Marquiss hopes will be ready for evaluation
in spring, 1994.

Allen Wrenn, Caltrans’ noise abatement
program manager, confirmed that equip-
ment damage contributed to the system’s
difficulties. He indicated Caltrans still has
high hopes the system will function effec-
tively. “We’re still very excited about the
possibility of discovering another way to
reduce transportation generated noise that
is less expensive and intrusive to the land-
scape than traditional masonry walls,”
Wrenn said. “We are looking forward to
continuing our work with Marquiss Ged-
dreaux, Inc.”

Development costs related to the elec-
tronic sound wall project are underwritten
by Marquiss Geddreaux, Wrenn said. The
only costs incurred by Caltrans are staff
expenses for analysis and verification of sys-
tem performance, he noted.

Marquiss’ system consisted of 13 nine and
one-half-foot-high cylindrical transducers
spaced at 100-foot intervals along a section
of the south side of Highway 50 in Sacramento.

It does not match the scientific stereotype
of previously explored active noise control
systems, according to Wrenn. “We know
this system is not what is commonly
referred to as ‘active noise control’,” Wrenn
noted. “When Stanley Marquiss came to us
he could not share details of his invention
because he had not completed the patent
process and he wanted to protect his pro-
prietary interests in the method and design
of the system. He advised us that it was
something like active noise control, and the
name just stuck for a while.”

According to Marquiss, highway noise
received at various points within the test
field would activate a response from the

transducers. Sound pressure waves gener-
ated from the transducers, according to
Marquiss’ theory, would reduce in-coming
noise without increasing noise on the oppo-
site side of the highway.

Marquiss explained that most freeway
sound is inaudible to the human ear. Most
highway noise occurs in a very low fre-
quency range in the form of an energy car-
rier; a pressure wave that functions similarly
to a weather system. You have a large-scale
acoustical phenomenon,” he said. “In a
weather system energy moves from areas of
high pressure to low pressure. On the free-
way system sound moves from areas of high
energy to areas of low energy.”

It tookEdisona longtime to comeup with thefirst filament for his light bulb,”
— Rudy Hendriks, acoustical engineer, California Department of Transportation at Sacramento
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He described the freeway environment as
a chaotic energy field. “It’s a huge, pres-
sure-driven source and the consequences of
that source is unwanted noise,” Marquiss
commented.

“The active (noise control) system gener-
ates a series of low frequency pulses. They
move back and forth between adjacent
transducers to create an area of local high
pressure,” he explained. “The transducer is
just an extremely capable air mover,” Mar-
quiss added.

The key instrument that produces a har-
monic, well-orchestrated noise field instead
of cacophony is a computer program that
controls the transducer. “The program is the
music, so to speak,” he said.

Critics asked, why not just use a fan?
“Fans don’t have a high degree of con-

trollability,” Marquiss argued. “They just
don’t have a high degree of potential direc-
tivity.”

The simplicity of Marquiss’ transducer is
remarkable. “The device consists of verti-
cal, parallel diaphragms that open and
close,” he said. He described the panels as
“diverging or converging surfaces that are
connected at the apex of a triangle.” Sort of
like clapping hands, hinged at their palms.
“You’re creating an over pressure,” he
noted.

“Air is amazingly easy to move,” he said.
“It takes little energy. The mechanical resis-
tance of air is very, very low.”

Caltrans’ evaluation of the system proved
exacting. Engineer Rudy Hendriks was
asked to test the system. “When Stan Mar-
quiss approached us, he asked, ‘What
would it take to impress us as far as noise
reduction is concerned.” Hendriks said.
“We told him that if he could reduce the
noise level (adjacent to a freeway) by six

decibels we would be impressed. We
would have a basis to start thinking about
active noise control systems.”

According to Hendriks, a reduction in
highway noise of three decibels is barely
perceptible to the human ear. A five decibel
reduction is clearly noticeable, and a ten
decibel reduction is perceived by people as
cutting the noise in half.

“The average (masonry) noise barrier
attenuates noise by eight to ten decibels,
depending upon the height of the barrier, its
length, and so on,” Hendriks said.

Hendriks used a four-fold approach to sys-
tem analysis. Three types of noise measure-
ments were conducted within the test field.
One method measured noise at 30 fixed
sites in the test area. Another measured
noise at varying heights. A third method
used was to roam the test area randomly
with a sound level meter to measure noise
changes corresponding with on and off sys-

tem cycles.
Hendriks also measured noise levels on

the north side of the freeway, opposite the
active noise control system site.

“Inside the test area we also measured
meteorology,” Hendriks noted. “Meteorol-
ogy will create variability in noise measure-
ment. We tested wind speed, wind direc-
tion, temperature and humidity.” Traffic
volume was documented by videotape from
a nearby overcrossing. We measured the
speed of the traffic since freeway noise is
highly dependent on the speed of the traffic.

The system was put to a test of 1 5 cycles,
Hendriks explained. “Each cycle consisted
of 20 minutes; 15 minutes of active on and
off measurements in one minute intervals
and a five minute break to move the instru-
ments to a different location.”

In spite of Marquiss’ near ‘round-the-

clock efforts to design, manufacture and
demonstrate his device with which to con-
trol the acoustical-meteorological environ-
ment, nature’s own interference scuttled the
test. Dense fog shrouded the cylinders in
the nights preceding the demonstration and
temperatures dropped below freezing.

The cellular foam diaphragms used in the
transducers acted like sponges. “The foam
would wick-up the water and at night it
froze,” Marquiss said. “The face of the half
inch thick diaphragms expanded and pulled
the diaphragms into an arc. That pulled the
actuators out of a magnetic gap and had the
effect of reducing their air moving capacity
by about 75 percent.”

Hendriks illustrated the test results with a
graph. A thin, horizontal median line
depicted the point from which variation
would be registered. “The ‘ons’ and the
‘offs’ fell within the band of insignificance,”
he declared.

Program manager Wrenn remarked,
“You’ve heard the expression, ‘Everyone
should have a Plan B.” Then he held high a
plastic bag of cotton balls. “It’s labeled
‘Plan B,” he joked.

“Really, our ‘Plan B’ is, where do we go
from here?” Wrenn said. “Caltrans plans to
continue its work with Marquiss Ged-
dreaux. We want to see what they can do.
After we go through another series of test-
ing, if the equipment can reduce sound sig-
nificantly we would consider [an in depth
development and analysis project].”

Marquiss stands ready to accept the chal-
lenge. “We have redesigned the diaphragm
with a surface skin membrane that is imper-
meable to water,” he said. “We also
redesigned the electromagnetic actuator.

“We are going to do it again,” he
promised. Marquiss also reports he has
transferred European patent rights to the
system’s technology to a consortium of Aus-
trian investors and expects his research to
benefit from an infusion of new capital.

“This is a first experiment,” Hendriks
observed. “As far as I know this has never
been tried anywhere else in the world. It
took Edison a long time to come up with the
first filai-nent for his light bulb. We need to
begin thinking about new technologies and
preparing for the 21st Century. There are
many ways of [reducing highway noise]. I
think all of them should be explored.”~

(For further information, contact Alien
Wrenn, Chief, Community Noise Abate-
ment Branch, Caltrans, 1120 N Street, P.O.
Box 942873, Sacramento, CA 94273-000 1,
Tel. 97£, 654-6680,1
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By Rudy Hendriks

Ordinarily, a reduction of 6 dBA is not
exactly an ambitious goal to strive for in
mitigating freeway noise, especially not
when a freeway is nearly at-grade, the sur-
rounding terrain is flat, and there is suffi-
cient right-of-way to allow optimum place-
ment of a noise barrier. After all, the
average noise reduction provided by Cali-
fornia noise barriers at first tier homes is
probably close to 10 cIBA. Why then did
some of us in Caltrans become excited at a
proposal to lower noise levels from a free-
way in an adjacent empty field by 6 dBA?
The answer lies not in the amount of the
suggested noise reduction, but rather in the
method proposed to achieve it.

In the spring of 1993, Mr. Stanley Mar-
quiss, president of Marquiss Geddreaux,
Inc. (MGx) of Plymouth, California, pro-
posed to install and test a prototype of an
electronic noise control (ENC) system along
Route 50 freeway in Sacramento. The pro-
posed system, invented by Mr. Marquiss,
consisted of 13 gigantic, cylindrical trans-
ducers (speakers), approximately 3 m (9.5
ft) tall and 1.2 m (4 ft) in diameter. These
speakers would be spaced 30.5 m (100 ft)
apart (on center), within the freeway right-
of-way (RAW), on a line roughly parallel to
the freeway. The speakers, driven by a sig-
nal generator and amplifiers, were designed
to emit sound pressure waves that would
interfere with the sound pressure waves
emanating from vehicles on the freeway.
Mr. Marquiss was in the process of applying
for a patent on the system and would,
understandably, not reveal his theory and
the workings of the system until after the
test. He proposed to manufacture and
install the system, and allow Caltrans to test
his system for effectiveness in reducing
noise. The costs of manufacturing and
installation would be borne by MGx, while
Caltrans would fund the noise reduction
tests.

Caltrans and the inventor agreed on a test
area of about 150 m (500 ft) parallel to the
freeway along the RtvV boundary x 60 m
(200 ft) perpendicular to the freeway, out-
side the RIvV. The latter dimension was cho-
sen to represent a region in which most
freeway noise impacts normally occur. The
criterion for a successful test would be an
average noise reduction of 6 dBA inside the
test area, without increasing the noise at any
location(s) inside or outside the test area.

A test site was selected on the south side
of Route 50 at Capital Christian Center, 1 .2
km (3/4 ml) west of Bradshaw Road, on a
level field, free of obstructions. Preliminary
noise measurements were made at the site
to determine existing noise characteristics.
This information was used to select the
appropriate noise descriptors and averaging
times, and to determine the number of
noise samples needed to measure changes
in noise levels attributable to the ENC sys-

The Caltrans Division of New Technol-
ogy, Materials and Research (DNTM&R)
developed an elaborate test plan that
included noise measurements inside and
outside the test area, meteorological obser-
vations, video taping of traffic, and trafffic
speed measurements by radar. Figure 1
shows a general layout of the project area,
including the test area and other measure-
ment locations. Although most of the noise
measurements would be concentrated
within the test area, measurements would
also be taken at 1 5 sites on the opposite
(north) side of the freeway to guard against
any undetected noise increases caused by
the ENC system.

An enlarged, detailed view of the test area
is shown in Figure 2. Thirty noise measure-
ment sites were laid out in a skewed grid.
The dimensions and shape of the grid were
selected to create a wide variety of posi-
tional relationships between the transduc-
ers and the measurement sites. The thirty
sites would be occupied two at a time, by
two sound level meters (SLM). One of these
SLM would be connected to a tape recorder
allowing more detailed analysis at a later

if the ENC system proved to be suc-
cessful. The SLM microphones
(mic’s) were positioned at a height of
1 .5 m (5 ft). One additional site was
selected to measure noise at various
heights above the ground. At this site
mic’s would be placed at 15 m (5 ft),
3m (10 ft), 4.5 m (15ff), 6 m (20ff),
and 7 m (23 ft), respectively. In addi-
tion to the predetermined, fixed sites,
“sweeps” with an SLM and graphic
level recorder (GLR) were planned at
random locations in the test area.
Instantaneous noise traces of level vs
time would be graphically displayed
from about 30 seconds before to 30

seconds after the ENC system was turned
on or off. If the system achieved a noise
reduction, the traces would show a “jump”
down or up corresponding with the ENC
system “on” and “off” cycles.

The previously mentioned preliminary
noise measurements were made in the test
site during freeflowing traffic conditions.
The results repeatedly showed that standard
deviations of seven one minute average
[(Leq(l mm)] samples were small enough to
determine the actual average within 1 dBA,
at a 95% confidence level. The same noise
measurements also consistently found, in
absence of the ENC system, no statistiscally
significant difference between the average

of eight odd num-
bered samples and
seven even numbered
samples during a 15
minute period. This
information demon-
strated that the traffic
noise on Route 50 did
not fluctuate signi-
fIcantly in volume,
speed and vehicle
mix, and that there-
fore the ENC system
could be tested in 15
minute cycles, by
alternately switching
the system on and off

Testingan Electronic NoiseControl System
Along a California Freeway

tern.
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With two SLM, each of the thirty fixed sites
would be covered within the five hour test-
ing period. A third SLM would be needed to
measure the single variable height site. The
random pattern “sweeps” would require a
fourth SLM. A fifth SLM would cover the fif-
teen sites on the opposite side of the free-
way.

An encroachment permit was granted by
Caitrans to Mr. Marquiss, and the system
was installed and ready for testing on

tern did not reduce noise perceptibly. The
measured data also confirmed what
appeared to be no significant differences
between the system on and system off noise
levels. During the course of the first day, the
amplitude of the signal to speakers was
increased several times and adjustments
were made to thevertical diaphragms of the
speakers, to no avail.

A second day of testing (actually only half
a day) yielded basically the same results
and further testing was called off. Later, all
the noise data, except for the tape recorded
data were statistically analyzed using the
Student “t”-test. At all sites, including those

Levels of significance

Goal

-l-llMllltlllllI

on the opposite side of the freeway, the
noise levels during the system on and off
periods showed no significant differences,
using a level of significance of 0.05 (two-
tailed).

Figure 3 shows a plot of the mean A-
weighted “on minus off” differences at 1 5
sites in the test area. The remaining 15 sites
in the test area were recorded linearly, and
the mean linear noise level differences
between “on minus off’ showed similar

plots. The variable height site also showed
no significant differences at the five differ-
ent heights.

On December 21, Mr. Marquiss disclosed
his theory and the workings of his system.
The transducers were directional parallel to
the freeway. in the “on” mode they emitted
9 Hz pressure waves in down stream, near
lane traffic direction. The transducers were
driven by a signal generator coupled with
amplifiers to the transducers. The infrasonic
pressure waves were generated by two ver-
tical diaphragms, connected by a single ver-
tical shaft, inside each transducer. The
diaphragms were oriented approximately
90 degrees with respect to each other, at 45
degrees either side of the axis of direction-
ality, and moved several inches back and
forth towards open and closed positions.
The transducers were spaced at approxi-
mately one wave length apart, and the
inventor hoped to create a local pressure
gradient parallel to the freeway, with a
strong upward component. According to
the inventor’s theory, the pressure gradient
would refract sound pressure waves from
the freeway upwards, thereby creating a
noise shadow on the receiver side of the
gradient.

Mr. Marquiss is convinced that the trans-
ducers did notperform as hoped because of
warping of the diaphragms due to moisture
from fog and rain. He is manufacturing a
new improved system and says that he will

(continued on page 14)

December 15, 1993. A Cal-
trans employee was
assigned to switch the ENC
system on and off according
to the schedule. To insure
rigid compliance with the
testing schedules, all SLM
operators wore watches
synchronized to the nearest
second. Every minute dur-
ing the test cycles, the SLM
readings were recorded and
reset for the next minute’s
measurement. This resetting
process was virtually instan-
taneous. The traffflc video

rig. 2. t At u~t I A<~A tapes, radar speed measure-
• = St M iiifls’ar ~eq1 miii 1 4 lape’ Rec orcling ‘lineari t .5 rn t~igtt ments, and meteorological
) = Si St I )nlv IA-’ nighted Leq I mirel 1 .~mhigh observations were also time
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7
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A = Mntc’orolugu at Stal on and ( onlrutPancl Early into the testing
at 1 minute intervals. The resulting eight 1 cycles it became apparent that the ENC sys-
minute “on” period noise levels, anti seven
1 minute “off” period noise levels could
then be tested statistically with the Student
“t”-test, at a level of significance of 0.05
This procedure tests the hypothesis that the
mean noise level of the “on” period equals
the mean of the “off” period. If the hypoth-
esis were rejected, it would mean that the
noise level change (either up or down)
would be statistically significant and attrib-
uted to the ENC system.

From these findings, a rigid schedule was
developed for testing the ENC system. The
system would be tested between the hours
of 0900 and 1500, when traffic on Route 50
is normally freefiowing.
Total testing time would be ÷2
five hours, from 0900 - 1200
and 1300 - 1 500. The five ON-OFF, dBA 0
hours were divided into fif-
teen test cycles, or three per
hour. Thus, each test cycle
lasted 20 minutes, during
which the ENC system
would be switched on and
off at 1 minute intervals for
15 minutes. Noise, meteo-
rology and traffic would be
measured simultaneously.
The remaining 5 minutes —- - - _______ S~E~-- -- - -_____

would be devoted to movinf’, F i,’ 3 I Nt ~e UrIc )n ,Stir’u. I SI I She’r cm r’ at 1 -> it’s ir tb- lr ~t Air a
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(CAL TRANS, continued from page 13) — w
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be ready for further testing in March 1994. (For further information on the test method
At that time, Caltrans will once again do the for this demonstration, contact:
noise monitoring. We plan, however, a sim- Rudy Hendriks,
pie screening test first. If the ENC system CALTRANS LAB,
passes the screening test, a more detailed P.O. Box 19128, Sacramento, CA 95819-0128
measurement program will be initiated.U Tel. 916 227-7269, fax 916 227-7075)

To help you meet today’s capital-
spending constraints, we will work with
you onwhatever ittakes—Rental, Lease
or Lease Purchase — to get you the
equipment you need.

From single instruments to com-
plete systems, we offer Outdoor Noise
Monitors, SLMs, FFTs, Dosimeters,
RTAs, Tapping Machines, Reference
Sound Sources, DAT Recorders, Mul-
tiplexers, Human-Body Vibration Ana-
lyzers, Level Recorders, Micro-
phones, Calibrators, and more.

Our rental and lease plans are flex-
ible enough to meet your needs. Our
rates are reasonable. And you still get
ourexpert engineering assistance—even
paid on-site personnel are available.

Strike a deal with us. And get on
with your job.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 FAX 7739
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SOUND ABSORPTIVE BARRIER:
The Common Sense Solution to Noise
Abatement — Outside and Inside

CS!, Austin, Texas, is emerging as the world
wide leader in sound absorptive barriers.
Only Soundtrap® can offer Quality, Cost,
Selection & Availability across the USA.

/ Excellent Acoustical Performance: NRC up to 1.0 &
STC4O.

/ Cost competitive with reflective products.
/ Extremely light-weight (32 lbs. percu. ft.). Excellent

for bridges, tall walls, and retro fit panels.
/ Easily integrated into most walland barrier design.
/ Excellent life-cycleperformance — durable!

washable/graffiti resistantf3 flame/3 smoke.

Soundtrap® offers unlimited selection of attrac-
tive acoustical surface treatments using
environmentally sensitive - - ‘ ~and colors.
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ACOUSTICAL APPLICATIONS

Hospitals
Facilities
Dormitories
Auditoriums
Restaurants
Concert Halls
Athletic Facilities
Airport Terminals

Noise Barriers
Convention Centers
Museums & Libraries
Correctional Facilities
Industrial Applications
Power Generation Facilities
All Transportation Systems

f-t
For more information and licensingopportunities, contact:

CS!, 3300 Bee Cave Rd., Ste. 650, Austin, TX 78746
Ph: 512-327-8481 Fax: 512-327-5111
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I NEW FHWA MODEL AND SOFTWARE - Part III — A CONTINUENG SERIEs
By: Grant S. Anderson (HMMH Inc.), Gregg G. Fleming (US DOT), Robert E. Armstrong and Steven A. Ronning (FHWA)

This is the third in a series of articles to
appear in The Wall Journal about the con-
tinuing development of the Federal High-
way Administration’s (FHWA) next-genera-
tion highway noise prediction model and
implementing computer software
(model/software). it presents the develop-
mental status of the new model/software,
the status of its database measurements, and
the status of its emission-level design from
the user’s point of view.

Harris Miller Miller and Hanson Inc.
(HMMH), under the direction and guidance
of FHWA, the Volpe National Transporta-
tion Systems Center (Volpe Center), and a
review panel of eight noise specialists from
state highway agencies, is currently design-
ing and developing the new model/soft-
ware. Foliage Software Systems, Inc. (FSS)
has recently been added to the technical
development team, under the supervision of
HMMH, as the new software’s Program
Designer. FSS is primarily responsible for
implementing the software’s graphical user
interface (GUI), as suggested by HMMH,
and for incorporating the acoustical algo-
rithms being developed by HMMH. On
May 9-10, 1994, a software Screen
Design/User Interaction Conference will be
conducted by HMMH and FSS in Bedford,
MA. The purpose of the conference is to
review and evaluate the preliminary GUI
design. All members of the model/software
technical review panel should be attending.

The Volpe Center, in support of the
FHWA and 21 state transportation agencies,
is in the process of developing the database
for the new model/software. Thanks to the
contributing states and the work of Howard

Jongedyk of FHWA, funding for this effort is
at approximately 90 percent of the $ 300K
goal. Specific data to be measured for the
database consist of (1) multiple-barrier dif-
fraction data, (2) Reference Energy Mean
Emission Level (REMEL) data for both con-
stant-flow and interrupted-flow traffic, on
level grade and upgrade roadways, and (3)
third-octave subsource height data.

Several sites for multiple-barrier diffrac-
tion measurements have been identified to
date. Additional sites are required, how-
ever. If you have candidate measurement
sites for multiple-barrier diffraction mea-
surements, please call Gregg Fleming at
(617) 494-2876.

REMEL measurements were conducted at

six sites in northern California between Feb-
ruary 28 and March 5, 1994. Rudy Hen-
driks of CALTRANS and Ken Poicak of
Maryland State Highway Administration
provided invaluable assistance to the Volpe
Center during these measurements. Addi-
tional REMEL sites have been identified and
measurements have been scheduled for
Spring, 1994, in southern California, Florida
and Texas. REMEL measurements will also
take place in Maryland, Michigan and
Massachusetts later in the year. With the
assistance of the University of Central
Florida and Vanderbilt University, tentative
sites for interrupted-flow measurements
have been identified in Florida and Ken-
tucky.

Measurement and analysis of third-octave
subsource height data are currently being
performed by Florida Atlantic University
under the guidance of the Florida Depart-
ment of Transportation (FLDOT), FHWA,
the Volpe Center, and HMMH. These
measurements are being jointly funded by
FLDOT and the Volpe Center, via the 21-
State Pooled-Fund Study.

The REMEL measurements and the third-
octave subsource measurements will be
combined into the new model/software’s
emission-level database. From the user’s
point of view, the increased complexity of
this database, compared to that of STA-
MINA, should be mostly concealed. The
user will not be required to input informa-
tion about third-octave noise emissions at
specific subsource heights, for example.
These portions of the database serve to
improve the new model’s accuracy com-
pared to STAMINA, once the software com-
bines them with its third-octave propaga-
tion algorithms.

Even for user-defined vehicles, third
octaves and subsource heights will not be
required by the user. As presently planned,
to define a special vehicle type the user will
need to enter only its A-weighted REMEL as
a function of speed, in a special dialogue
box on the screen, and then give the vehi-
cle type a name. From this information, the
software will estimate the third-octave and
subsource components, based upon its
built-in database, and then will remember
that vehicle type for later use, as well.
Within STAMINA, the REMEL speed func-
tion depends upon only two parameters.
For the new model/software, perhaps four

or five parameters will be required for bet-
ter accuracy. In any case, the User’s Man-
ual will describe how to analyze REMEL
field data to obtain these parameters for
user-defined vehicles.

The new model/software may have the
ability to account for optional vehicle types
as follows: medium buses, heavy buses,
motor homes and motorcycles. Also, the
new model/software may allow the user to
input state-specific emission levels, in addi-
tion to national-average emissions.

As presently planned, traffic input by the
user will consist of the following:

‘During setup, the user’s choice of emis-
sion levels: national average or a specific
state.
‘Also during setup, four or five constants
for each user-defined vehicle (if the user
desires them).
‘Hourly volume and speed for each
vehicle type: automobiles, medium
trucks and heavy trucks — plus medium
buses, heavy buses, motor homes,
motorcycles and user-defined vehicles
(if the user wishes).
‘For interrupted-flow roadway seg-
ments, the type of control device, e.g.,
stop sign, traffic signal, or toll barrier,
and its location.

The software will automatically compute
all upgrade adjustments to emission levels
and will also automatically perform the
interrupted-flow computations now in
NCHRP Report 311 (W. Bowiby, R. L.
Wayson and R. E. Stammer, Jr. Predicting
Stop-and-Go Traffic Noise Levels. NCHRP
Report 311. Washington DC : Transporta-
tion Research Board, November 1989).

Future articles in The Wall Journal will
adhere to a format similar to this article,
focusing on different components and/or
capabilities of the new model/software.
Progress on the software’s GUI will appear
in the next issue. At that time, the GUI will
have had input from attendees at both the
past Brainstorming Conference on User
Interaction and the upcoming Screen
Design/User Interaction Conference in early
May. R
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Noise Walls: $2.4 million per mile and worth it —

by Thomas M. Downs, New Jersey State Transportation Commissioner

The following is a public statement
printed in the Bergen (ND Daily Record
to clarify the New Jersey Departmentof
Transportation’s policy on noise barrier
construction.

In the September 7 Daily Record, a reader
asked several questions about construction
of Highway noise walls.

This issue is one that more and more res-
idents are interested in and I would like to
explain our policies and procedures and
share the comments we have been receiv-
ing both for and against noise wall con-
struction. The growing awareness that
noise from vehicles affects nearby home-
owners led the federal government in 1970
to authorize the use of highway money for
noise abatement measures.

Among the environmental issues to be
considered when building a new highway
or widening an existing highway is the
noise impact on those living near the high-
way. When noise thresholds are met, miti-
gation measures are required as part of the
highway project.

On Route 80 in Morris County, the state
Department of Transportation is widening
the existing highway. When this project was
planned, acoustic studies were done in the
residential areas nearby and it was deter-
mined that a noise wail would reduce the
noise from traffic by the guidelines set by

the federal government. The noise wall
under construction will provide relief to
more than 800 homes.

The DOT in recent years has received an
increasing number of requests from individ-
ual residents and from communities
requesting that noise wails be built along
existing highways.

in these cases, acoustic studies also are
performed to determine if a wall will reduce
noise in compliance with federal standards.
We also determine if noise walls, which
cost $2 million to $4 million per mile, meet
the federal standard of costing less than
$40,000 per house.

There are 1 7 existing highway corridors
that we plan to study for noise wails. Addi-
tionally, DOT has received requests for sim-
ilarstudies from more than 40 communities
with additional requests coming in at a
steady flow. The letters seeking noise relief
are among the most impassioned and per-
sonal we receive, and they underscore the
fact that highway noise intrusion is a qual-
ity of life issue.

We also hear from residents who are
opposed to noise wall construction. We are
aware of aesthetic concerns and we do try
to minimize the visual impact of noise walls
by using trees and plants. However, the
walls must be tail to block the noise from
high tractor-trailer exhaust stacks.

As to sound reduction measures other

than noise walls, we have found that trees
are only effective when they cover an area
of at least 300 feet deep between houses
and highway. With New Jersey’s density
and development, this amount of open land
is seldom available alongside our high-
ways.

Likewise, earth berms can offer some
sound relief. Again, I must stress that berms
are not as effective as sound walls given the
high exhaust stacks on trucks.

Some argue that houses should not have
been built so close to highways in the first
place. Appropriate land use law and proce-
dures on the local level can prevent future
residential development alongside high-
ways. Likewise, developers can be required
to incorporate berms and/or tree buffer
zones into their proposed projects so noise
relief is in place when the first residents
move in.

Even so, we are faced with highway noise
intrusion in neighborhoods throughout
New Jersey. The Department of Transporta-
tion is committed to responding to our
neighborhoods, butwe are also sensitive to
the objections to the walls.

it is our goal to try to balance both con-
cerns in order to provide the best service to
New Jerseyans.U
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The Reinforced Earth Company is a leader in pre-
engineered construction systems for transportation
and other civil engineering applications.
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The Reinforced Earth Company
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Vienna, Virginia 22182
Tel 703 821-1175 Fax 703 821-1815

Write, fax or telephone for additional infor-
mation on our Durisol Sound-Absorptive noise
barrier systems. Specifications are available on
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Library Material Review
Wetlands and Highway: A Nat-

ural Approach.” FHWA Publica-
tion No. FHWA-PD-94-004; HEP-
40/11-93 (30M) E; 1993; 38 pp.

This booklet gives a great non-
technical explanation of the
problems associated with wet-
land loss resulting from highway
expansion and offers some solu-
tions. The solutions discussed
include mitigation and mitiga-
tion banking, and the booklet
looks beyond mitigation activi-
ties as well. Full of color photos
and information, this is a great
publication to have on your
library shelf. Contact FHWA’s
Office of Environment and Plan-
ning at 202 366-2069 to find out
how you can obtain a copy of
your own.

Noise Barrier Status Report
The updated 1994 Noise Barrier

Status Report is now available
from the Florida Department of
Transportation’s Environmental
Management Office in Tallahas-
see. This report contains every-
thing you wanted to know about
FDOT constructed noise barriers
and more. If you want to
receive your own personal copy,
contact Rudy Maloy at F DOT,
605 Suwannee St., M.S. 37, Tal-
lahassee, FL 32399-0450 or call
him at 904 933-7203 or fax him
at 904 922-7292.

Environmental ResearchNote-
book

The latest copy of the FDOT Envi-
ronmental Research Notebook is
now available from the Environ-
mental Management Office in Tal-
lahassee. This report contains
detailed information about all of

the environmental research con-
ducted by and for FDOT over all
the past 20 years. If you want to
receive your own personal copy,
contact Rudy Maloy at FDOT,
605 Suwannee St., M.S. 37, Tal-
lahassee, FL 32399-0450 or call
him at 904 933-7203 or fax him
at 904 922-7292.

Better Roads Article
QuestionsNoise Barriers

An article by Ruth Stidger, Editor-
in-Chief of the Better Road~rnaga
zine questioned the economic
value of highway noise barriers if
you would like to know more, look
at their February 1 994 issue. ~

Ed. Note: We don’t hear from Win
often enough. However, now that he
and I are fellow Floridians, perhaps I
can coax him out of an article on Flori-
da’s noise and wetlands projects.
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The topic of my col-
umn for this issue is
the Transportation
Research Board (TRB)
membership. Febru-
ary was the time of
year for turnover of
TRB Committee
members. Although

the official roster of committee mem-
bers is limited to 26 people, the com-
mittees are allowed to have an unlim-
ited number of “subcommittee”
members.

With our three subcommittees cover-
ing the areas of Aircraft, Highway and
Guided Transit (Rail) noise, we feel that
we have something to offer to anyone
interested in transportation-related
noise and vibration.

As chairman, my goal is to encourage
a wide cross section of subcommittee
members whose interests cover all
aspects of our field. Al F04 provides an
excellent meeting ground for discus-
sion where all sides of an issue can be
heard. A pleasant consequence of our
meetings has been the many friend-
ships that have been forged.

A1FO4 is a dynamic committee. We
hold our annual meetings in January at
the Annual Transportation Research
Board meeting in Washington, D.C.
But we also have yearly summer meet-
ings, which are hosted by rotating state
agencies and involved consultants.
The summer meetings have grown
steadily in attendance, and combine
hard work with a host of social activi-
ties. Our next summer meeting will be
in Pennsylvania (see notice on page 25
of this issue).

Become a part of this group and inter-
act with your fellow professionals. If
you register now, you will be wel-
comed in Pennsylvania and you will be
very happy and better informed if you
join us.

Contact the subcommittee chairman of
your choice at the earliest:

Aircraft Subcommittee:
Eric Stusnick, 703 41 5-45 50

Highway Subcommittee:
Ken Polcak, 410 333-8072

Guided Transit Subcommittee:
James Nelson, 510 658-6719

The Career Corner
Acoustical Engineer with over 20 years of consultingexperiencein

industrial, transportation,community and HVAC noise abatement,
seekschallengingpositionwith consultingfirm or engineeringcorpo-
ration. Also experiencedin proposalwriting, projectmanagementand
marketing. Mechanical engineeringbackground,MS in Acoustics,
INCE Board Certified, registrations,languages,and overseaswork
experience.Willing to relocate. Pleasesendall responsesto:

The Wall Journal,P.O.Box 1217,LehighAcres,FL 33970-1217
Attention: “Positions” for forwarding.•

Attend the nation’s longest-running

highway noise analysis seminar.
— Choose from April orOctober week-long sessions at the University of Louisville’s Shelby

Campus, featuring state-of-the-art computers and economical campus housing.

Benefit from the expertise of Drs. Lou Cohn and Al Harris, leading professionals who
have trained over 500 highway noise specialists, including representatives from over
30 state highway departments.

— Learn the latest developments in noise analysis, barrier design, and noise prediction
software through curriculum designed to suit both beginning and experienced
students.

— Use and receive NOISE,the powerful, menu-driven software package with analysis
capabilities not found in any other package. Over 40 states are currently using this
software that features:

enhanced FHWA STAMINA 2.0 with proven accuracy and the ability to generate
Leq contours;
enhanced FHWA OPTIMA, a menu-driven program that eliminates the need for
awkward E/C analysis, shows results immediately on a split screen, and maintains
user cost data;
AutoBar and CHINA, fully automated barrier design programs;

REBAR, the most accurate parallel barrier analysis program available;

HICNOM—for construction noise prediction;
LOS, which calculates line-of-sight break points for all barrier segments;
PLUS fully operational MicroStation and Aut0CAD interface programs to create/edit
STAMINA inputfilesfrom roadway design filesor todigitize from plan sheets (provided
to participants at no additional cost)

BONUS!
ALL software will be mailed immediately upon receipt of your paid registration.

“The software and seminar make a difficult subject simple.”
—James Novak, Midwest Consulting Engineers, Chnago, IL

Fee: $895 includes comprehensive course manual and ALL software
(with full technical support).

For registration information,
call 502/588-6456.

For technical information,
call Drs. Cohn or Harris at 502/588-6276. Leadingthroughlearning
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The unique wetlands-replacement program
undertaken as part of the 118-23 freeway
connector in Moorpark, California has
quickly surpassed the high expectations of its
Caltrans designers. ““So far, we can say this
is a really successful project, reported Cal-
trans biologist Monica Einn. ““When we first
began planting, we weren’t quite sure what
to expect. But everything went well. We’re
really happy with the project.”

The construction of the $33 million free-
way displaced six acres of Arroyo Simi wet-
lands, so Caltrans agreed to create a 1 7-acre
wetlands at another site nearby. The project
represented the first time Caltrans had under-
taken a wetlands-replacement of this size in
District 7.

More than 5,000 native trees and shrubs
were planted as part of the $863,000 project.
A stream was diverted through the area to
provide a natural source of water for the flora
and fauna. For the record, the wetlands is
called a riparian woodland, which means it
consists mostly of shrubs, including mulefat,
elderberry, and wild rose.

The trees planted on the site include wil-
lows, cottonwoods, sycamores and oaks.
Wetlands are considered a vital part of the
environment because they support a variety

of plant and animal life,
and serve as a filter to
help clean out impuri-
ties from the water sup-
ply.

In California, more
than 90 percent of the
native wetlands have
been destroyed by
development, magnify-
ing the importance of
the few that remain.
Finn, Caltrans land-
scape architect Haich-
ing Pan and Project
Engineer Eddie Chow
plunged into the task,
turning a relatively
empty pasture into a
wetlands teeming with
life and activity.

Pan said Caltrans’
chief concern was making sure the plants
established themselves in the new site,
which was a condition of the permit. What
they are looking for is plant survival,” Pan
said. ““The plants are doing well and tapping
onto the groundwater system, which is the
key to their long-term survival. We designed

__Sound OffTM NoiseBarrier System
By COR TEC

~M!jACK
PRODUCTS

3111 W. 167th Street,Hazel Crest, IL 60429
Fax 708-225-2308
“SoundOff” isa registeredtrademark of DyrotechIndustries.

Caltrans’ Arroyo Simi Wetlands Replacement
Exceeds Expectations of its Designers

it with special attention to that.
““That’s what distinguishes our project from

others,” Pan said. ““The goal was to create a
self-sufficient system so that after the first
year, no maintenance will be necessary. The
plants have continued to flourish since we
stopped watering. This indicates the plants
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are established.”
Finn and Pan said representatives from

other government agencies, including the
state Department of Fish and Game and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, have visited
the site and are pleased with the results.
““They use it as an example of a successful
wetlands-replacement project,” Finn said.
Cathy Brown, a biologist in the Ventura, Cal-
ifornia office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, recently praised the project, saying,
““They did an excellent job.”

Evidence such as track marls and droppings
indicate that several types of wildlife are
enjoying Caltrans’ handiwork. The animals
include bobcats, coyotes, raccoons, amphib-
ians and rodents. ““There are many species
that rely on thewetlands for their existence,”
Finn says.

But perhaps the most pleasant surprise has
been how quickly the man bird species have
taken to the habitat. A bird study is underway
to determine which birds are using the wet-
lands, and so far the data have proved
promising. There are about 75 different types
of birds living in the habitat adjacent to the
wetlands. In just two visits, biologists have
recorded 23 different specie of birds using
the wetlands. Some of those birds include
the Cooper’s hawk, the red-tailed hawk,
Downey woodpecker, American egret, great
blue heron, black-headed grosbeak and five
different types of warblers. In addition, biol-

ogists have spotted the state bird, the Cal ifor-
nia quail. In the future, biologists hope the
wetlands become a safe haven to some
endangered or sensitive birds, including the
least Bell’s vireo, the yellow- breasted chat
and the blue grosbeak. Already, biologists
and landscape architects have learned a
great deal from the experience.

For example. they found cuttings from
indigenous plants are preferable to purchas-
ing stock plants from nurseries. ““Cuttings are
the best material to use because they are
already adapted to the area,” Finn said.
““When you buy plants, you don’t know
where they came from.”

Biologists also learned that size isn’t every-
thing when it comes to plant establishment.
““Some publications have suggested that the
larger the plant, the better,” said Pan, ““but
that wasn’t true.” She said this project used
cuttings about one inch in diameter and less
than 24 inches in length. The plants took root
quickly and grew 10 to 15 feet in six months.

The educational value of the wetlands has
not been lost on nearby Moorpark College.
Officials there also are enthusiastic about the
project, and plans are in the works to use the
site as a training ground to teach future biol-
ogists. A Memorandum of Understanding to
eventually turn over the wetlands to the col-
lege is awaiting final approval.

Meanwhile, accolades for the project con-
tinue to pour in. It was honored with a pres-

tigious “Tranny” award by the California
Transportation Foundation in the environ-
mental category. The project also earned the
Caltrans Excellence in Transportation Facili-
ties Award. In addition, District 7 was
recently awarded a $200,000 state grant,
called the Environmental Enhancement Miti-
gation Grant, to improve the wetlands pro-
ject. Finn says the funds are going to be used
to create a ““buffer zone” between the wet-
lands and the surrounding area.

Finn and Pan stressed that the wet- lands-
replacement program is a team effort, and
much credit goes to the construction engi-
neers who are building the 118-23 inter-
change. Specifically, they said Resident Engi-
neer Frank Latham and Jim Lytle were very
helpful. ““We couldn’t have done it without
them,” said Finn, a sentiment that was later
echoed by Pan.

There is still plenty of work ahead moni-
toring the progress of the fledgling wood-
land, but its creators are optimistic of its
long-term success because it was designed to
be the closest thing to the genuine article.
““The work is artificial, but we are trying to
make it a natural system,” Pan said. Agreed
Finn, ““We didn’t want to plant trees and
have a glorified orchard.” R

(If you wish further information, contact
Russell Snyder, Caltrans Public information
Officer for Caltrans District 7 by phone at
213 897-0849or fax 213 897-3674).
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Wood Noise Walls Completed Near Minnesota/North Dakota Border
By Don Jaenicke

Minnesota has long been a leader in
the design and installation of wood
noise barriers. The Minnesota Depart-
ment of Transportation has recently
completed another major section of
wood barriers on highway 1-94 near the
North Dakota line.

The walls are made of solid pressure-
treated Southern Pine lumber (kiln-
dried after treatment). They were pan-
elized into sections on the ground
before being lifted into place. This
avoided the need for scaffolding, which
would have been required if the lumber
was installed one piece at a time.

Southern Pine 2x6 tongue-and-
groove boards were used for the pan-
els, which are about 16 feet wide and
up to 24 feet high. The contractor was able to place six to eight sections of the

walls per day.
The wall sections are secured on

alternate sides to concrete posts that
are set eight feet apart. Total cost of the
project was about $1 million for 0.6
miles, or approximately $15.50 per
square foot. The material and labor for
the wood noise walls cost about $3.00
per square foot. The contractor was
D.H. Blattner and Sons of Avon, MN.

Mark Waisanen, resident engineer for
Minnesota DOT said that surveys of
nearby homeowners indicated a prefer-

ence for wood walls because of their
natural appearance and compatibility
with the surrounding area. The high-
way is used by about 30,000 vehicles
per day between Fargo and Moorhead.

For more information, contact Don
Jaenicke at 206 575-8745, or write to
Southern Forest Products Association,
P.O. Box 641700, Kenner, LA 70065.
I
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it is with great pleasure that the
awards committee has selected Rudy
Hendriks for the first honorarium.
Rudy is very well known and respect-
ed by a great number of the acoustical
fraternity, in particular those members
and associates of the TRB Al F04
Committee on Transportation Related
Noise and Vibration.

Our first award goes to Rudy for his
work in developing an elaborate test
plan for an on-site field test of an elec-
tronic noise control system, and for his
report on the test itself (see story on
page 12 of this issue).

Congratulations, Rudy.

In this issue, we introduce a new
personal recognition department, in
which we honor outstanding perfor-
mances and contributions from our
readers.

JTENC

Rudy Hendriks

(If you wish to extend your personal
congratulations to Rudy, his telephone
and address are at the end of his story).

“We Build Walls”
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KNOT JUST ANOTHER LETFER TO THE EDITOR
(Ed. Note: I particularly like this one, because in addition to
plaudits, it will bring welcome news to the many friends and

professional associates of the writer of the letter).

Dear El:

I was happy to receive the latest issue of The Wall Journal
and find you are on the mend and back on the job. JoAnne
and I send our best wishes for your continued and complete
recovery.

If you haven’t heard already, I’m no longer in the noise
abatement arena (at least for the next couple of years). A
special assignment has me coordinating the complete reno-
vation of the State Highway Administration headquarters
complex. Since I volunteered for this position, people are
questioning my sanity. When I explain that the noise pro-
gram has already driven me crazy, they seem to understand
a little better.

Actually, this is an excellent opportunity for me to develop
skills for the future career I have been planning. Although
my main interest is in church space renovation and con-
struction, people are people and all have needs and fears
when change is anticipated. My task is to listen carefully
and provide liaison between State Highway Administration
personnel and our space planning consultant and archi-
tects.This first month has been every bit exciting as I’d imag-
ined.

My only regret is losing contact with those I’ve worked with
for the last decadeor so. The memories acquired during this
time are something that will remain with me as I continue
life’s journey. Your friendship has been an important com-
ponent of this process.

Finally, I applaud your intent to move to the 11Sunshine
State.” After this winter, I was ready to do it myself.

Again, may the future be kind to you and provide peace and
satisfaction in all your endeavors. Keep up the good work
and don’t take me off your mailing list.

Sincerely,

Gene Miller, Maryland State Highway Administration

(Ed. Note: Gene Miller is widely known for his tireless work
in handling citizen noise complaints and in furthering the
cause and methodology of highway traffic noise abatement
in his beautiful state. No wonder he was so successful in
placating irate citizens; he writes fabulous letters. Many
thanks and best wishes for your future, Gene).

For those of you who
may wish to call orsend a
note to Gene, here are the
particulars;
Tel: 410 333-4634
Fax: 410 333-6994
Address:
Maryland State Highway
Administration,
707 N. Calvert Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
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TRB CoMMirr~Al F04 SUMMrn IVEETING

ANNOUNCEMENT
The TRB Al F04 Committee on Transportation-Related Noise and

Vibration will hold its Annual Summer Meeting on July 10-1 3 1994
at the Holiday Inn Center City in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

If you wish to attend, present a professional paper, or would like
to exhibit your product, please contact either of the following:

Mr. Roy Osborne
Environmental Scientist

Bureau of Environmental Quality
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

Room 1009
Transportation and Safety Building

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Tel 717 772-0832
Fax 71 7 772-0834

Ms. Tamar Arslanian
Meeting Coordinator

McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Mellon Independence Center

Suite 6000
701 Market Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
Tel 215 592-4200
Fax 215 592-0682

Southern Pine Barriers Reduce Cost And Decibels
Major highwaysin manystatesnow havewall-to-wall Southern

Pine noisebarriers.Thesestrongandsilent types,pressure-treatedto
last decades,go up fast,cost about40% less thancompetitive
materials, and reducehighwaynoiseabout 10 decibels or roughly
50%. Make SouthernPine yourpartner for noise abatement. Write us
at Department WJ for details.

A’~s~Southern Pine
/,44%-~Marketing Council
Southern Forest Products Associatton
SoutheasternLumber Manufacturers Association
P.O. Box 641700Kenner, LA 70064
504/443-4464 FAX 504/443-6612
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The Wall Journal

If Your Soundwalls Feel Like This To You

You’d Better Look Into MonoWal!
If you are a buyer, engineer, installing contractor, or precaster, you can
profit from the new, patented MONOWALL design, because it eliminates
many traditional costs and offers a wide range of appearance options.
Each MONOWALL module integrates a post-and-panel, rotatable joint and
‘stackability’ to create straight-line, pier-supported walls as well as the
lower cost free-standing, undulating walls. Since the modules are identical
above grade, the two typos can be joined to optimize costs on variable
width right-of-ways, or to circumvent obstacles, or to improve the appear-
ance of very long walls.

Installation videotapes,engineeringplansandprecaster
licensesareavailable

PICKETT WALL SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
4028 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL 33019 (305) 927-1529
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When beautifying and

Pigmented, voc compliant acrylic stains to provide an
attractive, uniform color and water repellent protection.
Aesthetically pleasing - anti graffiti properties.
Specify Cementrate or Cementrate WB.

Graffiti resistant, pigmented coatings protect soundwalls from
vandalism.
Specify Graffitiguard 2.

U EA-Sealer high solids, non-yellowing “wet look” acrylic sealer. Solvent
and VOCcompliant. Also available in “low lustre” finish.

I Exposed aggregate retarders create uniform etch reveals on
soundwall. Preco retarders are more economical, cleaner and less I
complicated than acid etching or sandblasting.

The Preco Precast Division offers enhanced technical support to all of our
customers. Free on-site seminars are also available on concrete coating
technology. Call or write today for more information on how we can help you
on your next soundwall project. &ABURM~~~C~OLCOMPANY

Fosroc Inc.
Preco Precast Division

1 50 Carley Court
Georgetown, KY 40324
Tel 800-645-1258
Fax 502-863-4010

protecting soundwafl..

Sound absorptWe highway noise barriers are becoming specified
more and more. To significantly improve the appearance and
durability of these structures, more specifiers are relying on
Fosroc for:

Also a wide range of sealers/coatings available:
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BOWLBY— TrafficNoiseCAD
& ASSOCIATES, INC. for AutoCAD or MicroStation/ / ~ less time, greatresults

Listen to somesatisfied users..

“I recently used TrafficNoiseCAD on a 35-mile
California project and then convertedthe STAMINA files
to runSOUND32for Caltrans requirements. The project
was completedat about 60% of the budget and Caltrans
staff raved about the comprehensivedetail of the analysis.
I also want to thank you for the excellent support.”

--Kelly Vandever, ParsonsBrinckerhoff

“I’ve been doing traffic noise work since 1978 and
TrafflcNoiseCAD is the best tool I’ve ever seen. I’ve
been looking for somethinglike it for 15 years.It’s almost
too easyto use--youdon’t evenneed the manual.”

-- Don Anderson, Washington State DOT
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Or talk to usersat DOTs in New Jersey,Pennsylvania& Nevada, plus McCormick-Taylor, Louis Berger, ParsonsDeLeuw & others.

TrafficNoiseCAD--View existing FHWA STAMINA 2.0 files in plan, elevationand 3-D. Graphically edit them. Createnew
STAMINA files with plans on a digitizing table or from designfiles on the screen. Fill in other data in pop-up dialog boxes. Easily
assignalpha and shielding factors. Run STAMINA. Display Leq results on the drawing. Producea perspectiveview for renderings.

Next AdvancedTraffic NoiseModeling ShortCourse: August 1-5, 1994—Call or fax for details

Bowlby & Associates,Inc.,Two MarylandFarms,Suite130,Brentwood,TN 37027 Phone:(615)661-5838 FAX: (615) 661-5918.
AutocAD,MicroStationand Intergraphareregisteredtrademarksof Autodesk,Inc.,BentleySystems,Inc.,and Intergraphcorporation,respectively.
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